HotShots teaches fundamentals as a progression from beginner techniques to
advanced preparation for high school lacrosse. High School Coaches agree that
players must be prepared to: scoop, cradle, catch and throw with both hands, on
the move and under pressure. High school coaches require that players are
prepared to engage in rigorous, physical athletic contests that feature non stop
action. The following are the skills, techniques and concepts taught by HotShots.
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HOLDING THE STICK
Roots of the fingers
Cover the Bottom of the Stick (Defensemen can choke up)
A lacrosse stick should be held in the roots of the fingers, just tightly enough to not have it fly
out of the hands. An analogy is to hold it as
you would a baby bird – not so tight as to
squeeze it to death, just enough that it
doesn’t fly away. Holding the stick too
tightly will not allow for the dexterity
needed from supple wrists. The bottom hand
is generally down at the bottom of he stick,
top hand up near the top for scooping,
catching and cradling, top hand moves
down to about the distance from wrist to
elbow from the bottom hand for passing and
shooting.
THE “READY POSITION”: Is a basic
position from which a player can pass,
dodge or shoot. The stick is held off to one
side of the body with the stick facing out, elbows away from the body.
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SCOOPING

The key to scooping is to get low
“Scoop through”
GET LOW
Chin up
Move the stick into

“FULL SPEED”
“Back hand down”
“Eyes over the ball”
“Ready position”

The HotShots counselors used the term “both Butts down” – I had always said back hand
down, back knee down. Once low, get your eyes over the ball then stay low and “scoop
through” by running past the point of the pickup. Once the ball is securely in the stick, bring
the stick up to the head to protect it as you come up out of the scoop (“kiss the stick”). Top
hand is up toward the top of the stick while scooping.
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CRADLING
Top Hand Control (Bottom Hand Co-operates)
ELBOWS UP & AWAY FROM THE BODY - “READY POSITION”
There are an infinite number of ways to cradle but the basics are as follows: the ball is literally
“cradled” in the stick with a rocking motion that begins with the shoulders, extends down
through the elbows and into the wrists.

Horizontal Cradle
We began with a horizontal cradle, emphasizing the rocking motion and that both hands
work together to keep the stick parallel to the ground.
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Vertical Cradle

We moved next to the two-hand vertical cradle in which the stick is held parallel to the
spine.

1 Hand Vertical Cradle

Then we introduced the one-handed vertical cradle with the free arm extended to protect
the stick (note – the free are cannot be used to “ward off” – it must held still, similar to the
free arm when dribbling a basketball.
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Stick protection

A one-hand vertical cradle should ideally have the stick hidden from the view of the
defender.
Can you spot the attackman’s stick?

Power Cradle

Finally, we introduced the “power cradle” which has the bottom hand on hip with forearm
pinned to the body, top hand all the way up on the stick.
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CATCHING
Proper Target
Look it in – eye on the ball
Soft Hands – “Give” – READY POSITION
The main focus of catching is presenting a good target and then watching the ball all the
way into the stick. When catching, you want to place your top hand near the head of the stick
to maximize control,
while maintaining
your bottom hand on
the butt end of the
stick. To present a
good target to your
teammate, hold
your stick out in
front of you with
the head of the
stick facing the
passer. Elbows are
up, and hands are
soft, treating the ball
like an egg that will
be broken if not
handled delicately.
DO NOT THRUST
TOWARD THE
BALL!
Wait for the ball to
come to you, and give
with it, allowing the
ball to push the head
of your stick back
toward your shoulder into a position where you can begin cradling.
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THROWING
“READY POSITION” - ELBOWS UP & AWAY FROM THE BODY
Stick On Line
Step to Target – Body opens to Target
Push /Pull Motion – SNAP YOUR WRISTS
Proper Follow Through – Top Hand Points to
Target
Proper technique for throwing is similar to throwing a
baseball or a football. The top elbow is in the same position
as it is in these other sports.
The body is slightly turned so that the front hip is pointing
towards the target.
The top hand on your stick is
approximately a forearms
length away from the bottom
hand at the butt end of the
stick. To throw, you step
toward the target with the
bottom hand foot (i.e. if you
are throwing right handed, you will step with your left
foot) and use the bottom hand to pull down on the stick
while your top hand pushes straight toward the target.
Finally, the top wrist snaps to propel the ball on a straight
line.
The follow-through consists of the stick and arm pointing
directly toward your target, with the bottom hand meeting up
with the top arms elbow.
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DODGING
Change Speed, Change Direction
Drive Defender One way
Accelerate into a change of direction
Finish Dodge at Full Speed
Chin Up, Eyes up
Hot Shots simplifies dodging in to the basics principles of changing
speed/changing direction. We worked on driving our man away from
our final destination, and implementing a hard to drive into the
desired space. Go full speed to finish a dodge!
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SHOOTING
You’ve got to SHOOT to SCORE!
Form is that of a hard throwing motion
Footwork forms the critical basis of power that allows torso to
rotate over hips

Step to target  “Follow through!!!”
Shooting is essentially a hard throwing motion. HotShots emphasizes generating power
through the legs and hips rather than the arms. Extend your hands farther away from your body
than during an average throw.

While shooting on the run, you want to get up on your bottom hand foot to produce more
power. Do not stop running when shooting on the run. Lastly, change planes on your shot. If you
are shooting overhand, shoot Hi-Low.
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HOLDING THE STICK
Roots of the fingers
Cover the Bottom of the Stick (Defensemen can choke up)

SCOOPING
“Scoop through”
GET LOW
Chin up
Move the stick into

“FULL SPEED”
“Back hand down”
“Eyes over the ball”
“Ready position”

CRADLING / CARRYING
ELBOWS UP & AWAY FROM THE BODY - “READY POSITION”
Centrifugal force Rock from wrist and elbow
Top Hand Control (Bottom Hand Co-operates)
Horizontal Cradle
Vertical Cradle
1 Hand Cradle
Stick protection

PASSING
“READY POSITION” - ELBOWS UP & AWAY FROM THE BODY
Stick On Line
Step to Target – Body opens to Target
Push / Pull Motion - SNAP YOUR WRISTS
Proper Follow Through - – Top Hand to Target

CATCHING
Proper Target
Look it in – eye on the ball
Soft Hands – “Give” – READY POSITION

DODGING
Change Speed, Change Direction
Drive Defender One way, accelerate into a change of direction
Finish Dodge at Full Speed
Chin Up, Eyes Up – do not look at defender, look at the open space and other players

SHOOTING
Form is that of a hard throwing motion
Footwork forms the critical basis of power that allows torso to rotate over hips
Step to target
“Follow through!!!”
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Afterword
What a great camp this year. Here are a couple of final thoughts. The most
important things that we taught at camp were:
1. Don’t grip the stick too tightly
2. Snap your wrists when passing
3. Keep at it
Fundamental skills are the building blocks of success in lacrosse. Even a simple
game of catch or practicing scooping on your own can go a long way toward
making a great player. We wish you all the best of luck and hope to see you again
in 2011. Remember: Keep practicing, Keep practicing, Keep practicing!

Look for emails from Fox Lane Youth Lacrosse about registering for our Spring
2011 teams. You can keep up-to-date on us and you can find a wealth of material
at www.foxlaneyouthlacrosse.com.
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